Value of high-sensitivity C-reactive protein assays in predicting atrial fibrillation recurrence: a systematic review and meta-analysis
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ABSTRACT

Objectives: We performed a systematic review and meta-analysis of studies on high-sensitivity C-reactive protein (hs-CRP) assays to see whether these tests are predictive of atrial fibrillation (AF) recurrence after cardioversion.

Design: Systematic review and meta-analysis.

Data sources: PubMed, EMBASE and Cochrane databases as well as a hand search of the reference lists in the retrieved articles from inception to December 2013.

Study eligibility criteria: This review selected observational studies in which the measurements of serum CRP were used to predict AF recurrence. An hs-CRP assay was defined as any CRP test capable of measuring serum CRP to below 0.6 mg/dL.

Primary and secondary outcome measures: We summarised test performance characteristics with the use of forest plots, hierarchical summary receiver operating characteristic curves and bivariate random effects models. Meta-regression analysis was performed to explore the source of heterogeneity.

Results: We included nine qualifying studies comprising a total of 347 patients with AF recurrence and 335 controls. A CRP level higher than the optimal cut-off point may thus have under-estimated the clinical usefulness of hs-CRP assays.

Conclusions: hs-CRP assays are moderately accurate in predicting AF recurrence after successful cardioversion.

INTRODUCTION

Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most common arrhythmia in clinical practice, although the prevalence is highest among people of advanced age. AF poses a significant economic burden, with a 66% increase in hospital admissions over the past two decades. It is estimated that the number of patients affected by AF is likely to grow 2.5-fold by the year 2050. In addition, AF may lead to debilitating complications such as ischaemic stroke and heart failure. Although ventricular rate control is an acceptable treatment strategy in many patients, some patients may remain symptomatic despite adequate rate controls. For this group of patients, cardioversion may be the treatment of choice. Electrical cardioversion can restore sinus rhythm effectively in most patients and can act with antiarrhythmic drugs synergistically to enhance the cardioversion success rate. However, cardioversion is not the definite treatment. Approximately 50% of patients undergoing cardioversion usually present with recurrence of AF within 3–6 months of cardioversion despite ongoing antiarrhythmic treatment.
dysfunction, left atrial enlargement, arrhythmia duration and history of hypertension are major risk factors for AF recurrence. However, recent studies have indicated that inflammation, necrosis and fibrosis play roles in the structural remodelling process of the atria, contributing to the perpetuation or recurrence of AF.

C-reactive protein (CRP) is an acute-phase reactant whose levels increase in response to proinflammatory cytokines, notably interleukin-6, and other endogenous signals of innate immunity or tissue damage. CRP has recently been shown to be associated with cardiovascular risk and AF recurrence. A previous meta-analysis revealed that CRP is elevated in patients with AF. However, five of the six studies included in that analysis used traditional automated immunonephelometric assays to measure CRP. Unfortunately, those assays are insufficiently sensitive for measuring the low level of inflammation associated with AF. A newer enzyme immunoassay, namely high-sensitivity CRP (hs-CRP), is capable of measuring serum CRP below 0.6 mg/dL and may further enhance the predictability of AF recurrence. Since 2006, several studies evaluating the accuracy of hs-CRP in predicting AF recurrence have been published, warranting a systemic and quantitative summary of current evidence on the accuracy of CRP in predicting AF recurrence after cardioversion.

METHODS
Identification of studies
General bibliographic databases (MEDLINE and EMBASE) were searched from inception to April 2013. The medical subject heading (MeSH) and text words for the term C-reactive protein were combined with the MeSH term ‘diagnosis of atrial fibrillation’. The search was limited to human studies with no language restrictions. In addition to the electronic search, reference lists in all known reviews and primary studies were checked manually.

Selection criteria
This review focused on observational studies in which the measurements of serum CRP were used to predict AF recurrence. The population of interest comprised patients with paroxysmal or persistent AF who underwent electric cardioversion, ablation therapy or pharmacological cardioversion. AF recurrence was defined as AF documented by ECG at any time after the cardioversion during the follow-up period. Generally, patients were instructed to return to the clinic if the symptoms such as palpitations, shortness of breath or chest discomfort developed after cardioversion. We included studies using a cohort design or case–control design with appropriate controls. Two reviewers independently assessed eligible articles for inclusion. Disagreements were initially resolved by consensus and using arbitration by a third reviewer if consensus could not be reached by the two reviewers. We extracted data from the included studies. Data collected include study design, participants, country, period of recruitment, hs-CRP assay, cut-off points, length of follow-up period and recurrence of AF.

One reviewer extracted the data and a second reviewer independently verified the correctness of the extracted data.

Quality assessment
We assessed the methodological quality of the selected studies using a well validated tool for assessment of quality of diagnostic accuracy studies (Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies, QUADAS).

The QUADAS instrument scrutinises characteristics of study designs, population, index tests and reference standards that may be associated with risk of bias. These features included the spectrum of patients, whether index tests and reference standards were evaluated and interpreted independently to avoid incorporation bias, and whether all patients underwent the same reference standards to avoid differential or partial verification bias.

Data abstraction
One reviewer independently extracted the data and a second reviewer independently verified the data. Extracted data comprised the following: overall study characteristics (including the first author, country, language and date of publication); patient characteristics (including age range and pre-existing AF); quantitative data required for construction of a 2×2 table (including number of participants, sensitivity, specificity and recurrence case number; see online supplementary table); information regarding the hs-CRP assay (including brand name of the test kit, cut-off levels and quantitative or semi-quantitative nature of the test); and study settings. In studies that reported multiple pairs of sensitivity and specificity data, we consistently used the data with the highest Youden index (sensitivity+specificity−1) and performed a sensitivity analysis at a later stage.

Quantitative data synthesis
We performed a meta-analysis of diagnostic test accuracy of CRP testing for the prediction of recurrent AF. We calculated the pooled sensitivity and specificity, positive and negative likelihood ratios, and the diagnostic OR of CRP, along with the respective 95% CIs, using a bivariate meta-analysis model. Likelihood ratios were then translated to post-test probability by use of Fagan’s plot. We constructed a hierarchical summary receiver operating characteristic curve that plots sensitivity versus specificity and calculated the area under the curve. We evaluated the degree of between-study heterogeneity by using the I² test. To explore the clinical sources of heterogeneity, we defined the potential explanatory variables a priori and performed subgroup analysis to see if the accuracy estimates changed significantly across various subgroups. The presence and the effect of publication bias were examined using a combination of the Egger tests. Statistical analyses were conducted using STATA V.11.0, notably with the user-written ‘midas’ and ‘metandi’
programs. All statistical tests were two-sided and statistical significance was defined as $p < 0.05$.

**Search results and study characteristics**

The flow of inclusion and exclusion is summarised in figure 1. Using our search criteria, we identified 784 studies, of which 352 were from PubMed and 432 were from EMBASE. A total of 752 citations were excluded based on predefined criteria. No additional citations were identified from the reference lists. A total of 32 articles were retrieved for full-text review, and 23 were excluded due to various reasons detailed in figure 1. A total of nine studies that evaluated the accuracy of hs-CRP tests in predicting AF recurrence after cardioversion were finally included in the meta-analysis. The nine studies included a total of 682 patients with AF after successful cardioversion, of which 347 (50.9%) developed recurrence.

**Characteristics of included studies**

Table 1 lists the study and population characteristics of the nine patient populations, excluding five studies that do not have sufficient data for statistical analysis. The mean age of patients in the included studies ranged from 55.1 to 67.9 years and the mean follow-up period ranged from 30 days to 1 year. Seven studies included patients with persistent AF, while two studies included patients with paroxysmal AF. Seven studies used electric shock, one used circumferential pulmonary vein isolation (also known as electric ablation) and the other used intravenous amiodarone as the primary method for cardioversion. A total of seven studies provided multivariate (adjusted) ORs to evaluate the independent predictive value of CRP levels. These studies generally adjusted for potential predictors of AF recurrence such as age, sex, use of antiarrhythmic agents, and heart structural and functional parameters. All studies showed that CRP was a significant independent predictor of AF recurrence. Associated adjusted ratios and adjusted variables are summarised in table 1.

**Quality assessment**

Results of the quality assessment of studies of diagnostic accuracy are summarised in figure 2. All studies were prospective and enrolled consecutive outpatients with AF after cardioversion. Three studies had a short follow-up period (ie, ≤0.5 or 1 year). Although most of the studies did not indicate whether physicians were blinded to the index tests when diagnosing AF recurrence, the determination of AF recurrence was not affected by the knowledge of hs-CRP test results and risk of incorporation bias was minimal. None of the studies reported the undetermined results or withdrawals.
### Table 1 Summary of the characteristics of the included studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author, year, country</th>
<th>Mean age</th>
<th>Prevalence (N)</th>
<th>Follow-up time</th>
<th>Cut-off (mg/L)</th>
<th>AF type</th>
<th>Cardioversion</th>
<th>Sensitivity, specificity (%)</th>
<th>Adjusted OR</th>
<th>Adjusted variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wazni, 2005, USA</td>
<td>67.3</td>
<td>0.68 (111)</td>
<td>76 days</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>Persistent AF</td>
<td>Electric</td>
<td>59, 69</td>
<td>2.0 (1.2 to 3.2)</td>
<td>Age, sex, duration of AF, coronary artery disease, hypertension, left ventricular hypertrophy, LAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zarauza, 2006, Spain</td>
<td>62.7</td>
<td>0.43 (37)</td>
<td>30 days</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>Persistent AF</td>
<td>Electric</td>
<td>81, 67</td>
<td>3.7 (1.3 to 10.8)</td>
<td>Sex, age, time, size of left atrium, history of hypertension, pharmacological treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watanabe, 2006, Japan</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>0.76 (84)</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>Persistent AF</td>
<td>Electric</td>
<td>75, 90</td>
<td>5.3 (2.5 to 11.5)</td>
<td>Sex, coronary artery disease, hypertension, smoking, diabetes, AF duration, LAD, LVEF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loricchio, 2007, Italy</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>0.52 (102)</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>Persistent AF</td>
<td>Electric</td>
<td>87, 37</td>
<td>5.0 (1.8 to 14.3)</td>
<td>Age, gender, EF, LAD, hypertension, diabetes, pharmacological treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lombardi, 2008, Italy</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>0.34 (53)</td>
<td>21 days</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>Persistent AF</td>
<td>Electric</td>
<td>64, 83</td>
<td>1.6 (1.0 to 2.5)</td>
<td>Age, LAD, LAA, LAAEF, NTproBNP level, history of AF, AF duration, pharmacological treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henningsen, 2009, Denmark</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>0.68 (56)</td>
<td>180 days</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>Persistent AF</td>
<td>Electric</td>
<td>60, 83</td>
<td>7.7 (1.9 to 31.1)*</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rizos, 2010, Greece</td>
<td>67.9</td>
<td>0.64 (61)</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>Paroxysmal AF</td>
<td>Pharmacologic</td>
<td>72, 68</td>
<td>6.2 (2.2 to 17.6)</td>
<td>IL-6, age, gender, PAF history, LAD, EF, diabetes, smoking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu, 2011, China</td>
<td>55.1</td>
<td>0.39 (44)</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>Paroxysmal AF</td>
<td>Ablation</td>
<td>79, 70</td>
<td>5.1 (2.1 to 12.1)</td>
<td>Age, gender, type of AF, duration of AF, LAD, LVEF, plasma hs-CRP concentration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barassi, 2012, Italy</td>
<td>66.9</td>
<td>0.33 (57)</td>
<td>21 days</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>Persistent AF</td>
<td>Electric</td>
<td>74, 84</td>
<td>14.9 (3.9 to 57.2)*</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Crude effect estimate.

AF, atrial fibrillation; BNP, b-type natriuretic peptide; EF, ejection fraction; hs-CRP, high-sensitivity C-reactive protein; IL, interleukin; LAA, left atrial appendage; LAAEF, left atrial appendage ejection fraction; LAD, left anterior descending coronary artery; LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction; NA, not applicable; NTproBNP, N-terminal prohormone of brain natriuretic peptide; PAF, paroxysmal atrial fibrillation.
Diagnostic accuracy indices
Sensitivity, specificity and diagnostic OR
The estimated sensitivity and specificity were relatively consistent across studies ($I^2 = 14.6\%$). Table 2 shows the results of individual and combined sensitivity estimates for the tests. The estimated pooled sensitivity and specificity for hs-CRP were 71.0\% (95\% CI 63\% to 78\%) and 72.0\% (61\% to 81\%), respectively. The pooled prevalence of AF recurrence was 54\% herein, and we used it as the pre-test probability. With a pooled positive likelihood ratio of 2.57 and a negative likelihood ratio of 0.4, the post-test probability for AF recurrence for a positive hs-CRP test result was 72\% and a post-test probability for a negative hs-CRP test result was 29\%. The area under the receiver operating curve showed an acceptable overall measurement of discrimination (0.77, figure 3).

Figure 4 shows the forest plot of the ORs.

Subgroup analysis and meta-regression
In view of the potential influence of spectrum variability, we considered the duration of follow-up, mode of cardioversion and type of AF in the study patients to be important. hs-CRP test results generally had higher sensitivity and lower specificity in predicting long-term over short-term AF recurrence. Excluding two studies not using electric shock as the primary cardioversion method did not significantly alter the predictive accuracy. Similarly, focusing the study patients on persistent AF population had similar results as compared with the main overall analysis. Exploratory meta-regression analysis did not find that any pre-specified covariate significantly changed the effect estimate.

DISCUSSION
This meta-analysis shows that elevated CRP levels are independently predictive of AF recurrence in patients with persistent or paroxysmal AF who have undergone successful cardioversion. This finding supports that measurement of CRP levels before cardioversion can aid in the prediction of AF recurrence. Despite the modest pooled sensitivity and specificity, the rule-in diagnostic value was still high, given the high recurrence rate of AF observed in these included studies. A positive hs-CRP test result at baseline can predict a 73\% chance of AF recurrence in the 6–12 months following cardioversion.

Previous studies have examined risk factors that predict AF recurrence. Traditional clinical risk factors for recurrence include history of multiple AF episodes, use of diuretic treatment, higher CHADS-2 (congestive heart failure, history of hypertension, age ≥ 75 years, diabetes mellitus, and past history of stroke or transient ischaemic attack doubled) index score, and frequent use of amiodarone, calcium-channel blockers, class IC drugs and digitalis.30 31 Although each of these factors could predict AF recurrence with some accuracy, a quantitative combination of these predictors is not available, and the clinical utility of these variables remains questionable. This also suggests that a multivariate prediction model should be developed for AF recurrence, and that hs-CRP should be a candidate for inclusion in the model.

During the past decade, serum biomarkers have emerged as practical tools to help in the early identification of patients at high risk for various cardiac events. Elevation of inflammatory markers is associated with sudden cardiac death in patients with heart failure or coronary artery disease, and onset of ventricular arrhythmia.32–35 Of note, there is abundant evidence that elevated serum levels of CRP are associated with the genesis and perpetuation of AF. CRP is the most commonly used clinical inflammatory biomarker. It is mainly produced in liver and by inflammatory cells in...
response to proinflammatory cytokine stimulation. Although the pathophysiology of AF remains elusive, there is pathophysiological evidence supporting the role of inflammation in the initiation, maintenance and perpetuation of AF. Clinically, AF is frequently associated with local inflammatory diseases such as myocarditis or pericarditis, and systemic inflammatory status, such as postoperative state and severe sepsis. Histologically, structural remodelling of the atria manifested by loss of myocardium and increased atrial fibrosis is a hallmark of AF. Inflammatory cell infiltrates and oxidative damage have been demonstrated in atrial biopsy specimens from AF patients. Activated inflammatory cells in conjunction with reactive oxygen species, cytokines and growth factors, may ultimately lead to matrix deposition with atrial fibrosis. Recent evidence also shows that the use of immune-modulating agents such as statins, ACE inhibitors or glucocorticoids modulate the course of AF.

In addition to CRP, b-type natriuretic peptide (BNP) has been shown to be an indicator of new onset AF and AF recurrence after successful cardioversion. BNP is also produced in response to atrial pressure and volume overload and there is evidence that BNP is secreted by the atrium in patients with AF. A previous meta-analysis showed that the standardised mean difference in plasma BNP level between patients with non-recurrence and patients with recurrence was $-1.35$ (95% CI $-2.17$ to $-0.53$). Data on sensitivity and specificity in that study were not available. The comparative accuracy between BNP and hs-CRP in predicting AF recurrence thus requires further analysis.

There are both strengths and limitations in our study. Considering the limitation of sensitivity and specificity in clinical interpretation, we reported summary likelihood ratios (LRs) as an ancillary measure of predictive accuracy. The LRs indicate how much a given CRP testing result increases or decreases the probability of recurrence of AF. Post-test probabilities can be derived from pre-test probabilities and LRs, which are an important clinical parameter for major clinical decision making. Second, we used a bivariate random effect model to account for the inherent negative correlation arising from different cut-off values used in different studies, and occurring between the logit true positive rates and false positive rate. Third, we performed sensitivity analysis by restricting analysis within two broad categories of follow-up duration. Results of sensitivity analysis did not show a significantly different overall predicative accuracy between long-term and short-term prediction of AF recurrence. Nonetheless, it is noteworthy that the sensitivity may be overestimated in our study under the hypothesis where the inflammation may be symptomatic since none of the studies provided withdrawal and undetermined results, and the ascertainment of AF was passive. This event further introduces the differential verification bias. Moreover, our meta-analysis is restricted to distinguishing hs-CRP levels

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of studies</th>
<th>Sensitivity (95% CI)</th>
<th>Specificity (95% CI)</th>
<th>Likelihood ratio+</th>
<th>Likelihood ratio−</th>
<th>AUROC (95% CI)</th>
<th>Diagnostic OR (95% CI)</th>
<th>I² (95% CI)</th>
<th>Egger’s test p-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.71 (0.63 to 0.78)</td>
<td>0.77 (0.73 to 0.81)</td>
<td>0.32 (0.24 to 0.41)</td>
<td>0.61 (0.56 to 0.66)</td>
<td>0.71 (0.69 to 0.73)</td>
<td>0.71 (0.69 to 0.73)</td>
<td>0.79 (0.74 to 0.82)</td>
<td>0.77 (0.73 to 0.81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow-up time</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.73 (0.56 to 0.90)</td>
<td>0.78 (0.74 to 0.82)</td>
<td>0.38 (0.24 to 0.53)</td>
<td>0.74 (0.62 to 0.86)</td>
<td>0.77 (0.73 to 0.81)</td>
<td>0.71 (0.69 to 0.73)</td>
<td>0.78 (0.74 to 0.82)</td>
<td>0.77 (0.73 to 0.81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;6 months</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.77 (0.69 to 0.84)</td>
<td>0.79 (0.74 to 0.83)</td>
<td>0.35 (0.24 to 0.52)</td>
<td>0.75 (0.63 to 0.87)</td>
<td>0.77 (0.73 to 0.81)</td>
<td>0.71 (0.69 to 0.73)</td>
<td>0.79 (0.74 to 0.83)</td>
<td>0.77 (0.73 to 0.81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;1 year</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.72 (0.62 to 0.80)</td>
<td>0.74 (0.69 to 0.80)</td>
<td>0.38 (0.29 to 0.51)</td>
<td>0.75 (0.65 to 0.82)</td>
<td>0.77 (0.73 to 0.81)</td>
<td>0.71 (0.69 to 0.73)</td>
<td>0.74 (0.69 to 0.80)</td>
<td>0.77 (0.73 to 0.81)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AF, atrial fibrillation; AUROC, area under receiver operating characteristic curve.
above or below 0.6 mg/dL because the authors in only one of the studies claimed to possess such capability. Finally, due to the lack of individual data, it is hard to determine whether the area under the receiver operating curve can be improved by the new assay either on overall or on individual studies. In general, potential sources of between-study variability included differences in incidence of AF recurrence, different threshold values of CRP concentration used and different duration for follow-up. Another limitation was the strategy we used to determine the optimal cut-off value. Most studies determined an optimal cut-off value to maximise both sensitivity and specificity. Although a single cut-off value is straightforward in clinical interpretation, it may make a marker neither sensitive nor specific enough to rule out or rule in an outcome of interest. A two cut-off value strategy, with one using a lower cut-off value to optimise the sensitivity (rule-out value) and the other using a higher cut-off value to optimise the specificity (rule-in value), would make better use of the information that a biomarker with a continuous value could provide. Current summary estimates based on the one cut-off point may thus have under-estimated the clinical usefulness of hs-CRP assays. To make the best use of the biomarker information by adopting a two cut-off point strategy or a multi-cut-off point risk classification strategy, an individual data meta-analysis would be needed to overcome the limitations of this aggregated data meta-analysis.

CONCLUSIONS
Baseline CRP levels before cardioversion can independently predict AF recurrence after successful cardioversion. Given the high recurrence rate reported in most series, the modest positive likelihood ratio for hs-CRP assays still has high positive predictive value. Future studies should focus on the evaluation of two or multiple cut-off points. In the interim, their inclusion in existing pre-cardioversion evaluation algorithms should be considered.

Figure 3  The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve of high-sensitivity C-reactive protein (hs-CRP). Our analysis suggests it is highly possible to predict atrial fibrillation using C-reactive protein since the area under the curve generates a measurement of discrimination ∼0.77. The overall sensitivity and specificity are relatively high. Five out of nine studies fall in the 95% CI region, and eight out of nine in the 95% prediction region.

Figure 4  Forest plot of the ORs. Our study indicates that high-sensitivity C-reactive protein (hs-CRP) positive patients are ∼5.91 times more likely to develop a recurrence of atrial fibrillation than are hs-CRP negative patients. The estimated sensitivity and specificity were relatively consistent across studies ($I^2=14.6\%$).
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